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Abstract:  Objectively,   time  does  not  pass,  physics   reveals  no such phenomenon. 
While subjectively we find ourselves at a specific point in time, 'now', and we appear 
to   pass   from  moment   to   moment,   physics   can   accommodate   neither   of   these 
concepts, thus there is no explanation of subjective transtemporal reality, or how an 
observation could possibly be made. A solution to the puzzle is proposed based on 
an analysis  of   the  logical   type of  the system required  to explain such subjective 
experience. 
Relativity   requires   that  we consider   the  dimension of   time on a  par  with  the 
spatial dimensions, thus making a block universe inevitable. The concept of change 
can be recovered by considering a sequence of definitions of the block universe, and 























Deutsch states,   the multiverse is an existing,  static collection of all  of  the possible moments, 
configurations   of   matter   and   energy   which   he   refers   to   as   'snapshots'   (1997,277).   This 
straightforward   analysis   is   logically   applicable   to   any   no­collapse   interpretation   where   all 
possible moments or snapshots must  exist  as part of  the system as a whole.  Objectively,  the 
Everettian  universe   is   a   simultaneity  of   all  possible   snapshots;   there   is  no  collapse,  nothing 
changes. Thus in the no­collapse universe all possible moments in all possible universes exist 
'already'. Yet subjectively, not only does an observer experience only a single configuration, a 
single   moment   or   snapshot,   at   any   given  moment,   the   observer   also   experiences   making 
observations and passing from moment to moment. Thus, as has been widely remarked, physics is 
unable to explain our basic experiential condition. As Mermin states, “Quantum mechanics offers 




problem.  To  make   an   observation   the   observer  must   change,   effectively   passing   from   one 
moment   to   the  next;  but   this   is   impossible,  as  Deutsch states,  “Nothing  can move from one 
moment   to   another.  To   exist   at   all   at   a   particular  moment  means   to   exist   there   for   ever.” 
























“The  problem of   consciousness   is   an   even  harder  problem  than   the  problem of   interpreting 
quantum mechanics, and it is important not to confuse the two.” (7), but on the view presented 
here it is exactly this confusion which has given rise to the paradox of the nature of time, and the 
measurement  problem.   It   seems   as   if   the   two   fundamental   operational   principles,   the   linear 







is   not   only  of   different   logical   type   to   the   linear   dynamics,   being   the   change   to   the   linear 





of   the  multiple  parallel  versions  of   each  observer  arising  at   every  moment   in  a  no­collapse 



















one  is passing  through time from moment  to moment,   this   is  necessarily an  illusion.  This  is 
entirely feasible because in truth we have only the evidence of existing at a specific moment. As 
Barbour states,




































































































having   a  mind,  with   all  my   thoughts   and   feelings   and  memories,   the   processes   of   access 
consciousness, I seem to have, or be, an experiencer which experiences my thoughts and feelings, 
and witnesses the recall of memories; an experiencer which experiences the changing contents of 




which   cannot   be   explained   in   any  way   by   physiology,   and   has   no   functional   or   reductive 
explanation; as he states, “The failure of consciousness to supervene on the physical tells us that 
no reductive explanation of consciousness can succeed.” (1996,106). Clearly, as he shows in his 





type   to   account   for   one's   experience   of   the   passage   of   time.   But   this   appears   to   be   self­
contradictory, for if phenomenal consciousness is a property of the observer, it can no more pass 































Although   this   idea   seems   absurd   on   a   number   of   counts,   each   absurdity   has   a   simple 
explanation. Firstly, it seems entirely obvious that the consciousness of an individual observer is 
























The third absurdity is that,   rather obviously,  the whole system does not have a brain;  the 
universe is nothing like a person or an observer of any kind. This, however, is falling prey to the 
idea that phenomenal consciousness is an emergent property of the physical brain, which we have 








universe  as  multiverse,   and   this   is  not  physical   in   the  ordinary   sense  of   the  word.   It   is   the 













...   the collection of  all  possible descriptions  has zero complexity,  or   information 





could say  that   the   totality  of  all  possibilities   is  nothing in  a  different   form.  The progressive 
evolution   of   each   universe   proceeds   by   symmetry   breaking,   and   a   logical   extrapolation 











the Everything­Nothing does  not  move,  and yet   the  moments are accessed in  sequence,  as  a 
computer would play a movie  from solid state memory;  but   the computer not  only moves a 
2 In ordinary time rather than Hawking's imaginary time.
9
pointer from address to address in memory, it passes the information to a screen to be displayed. 











required   in   order   for   there   to   be   any   transtemporal   phenomena,   and   a   transition   through   a 
succession of definitions of   the  linear dynamics  is a process meta  to  the physical;   the  linear 
dynamics is the logical arrangement of interactions of the matter and energy in the space­time of 
the universe, and the change to this layout is of a different logical type to the layout itself.








of a Turing machine. However,  just  like the projector,   the iterated frame of reference simply 
follows the sequence  automatically and 'blindly': while all the process instructions to a Turing 








branch the subjective reality of  a specific observer,  a specific observation  is made.  Thus  the 



















the  different   logical   types  of   the   two dynamics,   linear  and  collapse,  are   revealed  naturally, 
although the use of the perspective in this context may seem absurd or surreal. However, what is 












accessed   at   that  moment,   the   information   experienced   at   that  moment,   the   contents   of   the 
subjective frame of reference. Clearly the sequence of experiences of the present moment is of the 
logical   type of   the  frames of   the  movie.  The accessing of   these structures  of   information  in 













There   is   still   a   self­contradictory   paradox   remaining:   the   observer   of   reality   has   to   be 
something which registers the observation, adding to the definition of itself the definition of the 
observation,  and   thus   changing   as   the   result   of   making   the   observation.   Transtemporal 






Neither   the   transtemporal   phenomenal   consciousness  nor   the  body­mind  of   an  observer 
constitutes   a   transtemporal   observer,   only   in   the   juxtaposition  of   these   two  aspects   of   the 
observer, the experiencer and the experienced, does observation take place. Thus the definition 
of an observer must include both transtemporal phenomenal consciousness and a body­mind 
system which  registers  and   records   the  structured  sensory  experiences   it  has  produced;   the 
latter   being   the   basic   process   of   access   consciousness,   the   production   of   an   accessible 
information structure, the observation that is experienced. Therefore the only possible observer 
of the passage of time is a composite entity having both temporal and transtemporal properties, 
both phenomenal  consciousness  and access  consciousness.  On  this  view  this   is   the  missing 
piece   to   the  puzzle  which  has  made   the  comprehension  of   the  nature  of   the  observer,  and 
observation, so problematic. Subjective transtemporal reality is the phenomenon occuring in the 
juxtaposition of the inherent duality of access consciousness and phenomenal consciousness, 
that  which   is   experienced   and   that  which   experiences   the  experienced.  Each   transtemporal 
observer   is   a   phenomenon  encompassing  both.  The   result   is   observation   as   a   process,   the 
experiential life of the transtemporal observer.
On this view there is no mind / body duality, the mind is simply the information processing 
capability   of   the   body,   as   is   increasingly   widely   agreed   (Anderson,1972,1).   The   radical 
differences between the subjective and the objective are explained by the duality of experiencer 
and experienced, phenomenal consciousness and access consciousness.  It   is not the physical 
and the mental that have different properties, but the experiential and the mental, it is a Mind / 
body­mind   duality.  This   duality   also   resolves   a   further   potential   absurdity   involving   the 
observer,   that   'I',   as   the  experiencer,  must  be an emergent  property of   the   totality.  This   'I', 
however,   is  not  personal,   it   is   the  very opposite,   it   is  universal.   It   is  only  the phenomenal 









At   each  moment   there   is   a  multiplicity   of   possible   next  moments   to   experience,   and 
phenomenal   consciousness   experiences   all   of   them.  Thus  objectively   the  phenomenon   is   a 












This   is  closely akin  to  Albert  & Loewer's  many minds  theory,  since all  possible  mental 
processes are experienced by the universal experiencer, and thus the 'droplets' can be seen as 









such   instance   is   the   same   consciousness;   Bitbol's   Mind,   of   which   he   says   “Its   closest 








If  we postulate   that   this   'unitary  consciousness'   is   the  epiphenomenon of   the   transtemporal 







Although   Everett   describes   a   physical   entity   as   a  model   of   an   observer,   a  mechanical 
automaton, he concludes his description by making the 'function of the memory contents' the sole 
causal functional process of the observer.
If  we consider   that  current   sensory  data,  as  well  as  machine configuration,   is 
immediately recorded in the memory, then the actions of the machine at a given 
instant   can   be   regarded   as   a   function   of   the  memory   contents   only,   and   all 
relevant experience of the machine is contained in the memory. (1957,457) 




Judged  by   the   state   of   the  memory   in   almost   all   of   the  observer   states,   the 
probabilistic   conclusion   of   the   usual   "external   observation"   formulation   of 






with   this   is   that   there  can  hardly  be  a   functional  difference  between   the   subjective  and   the 
objective,   since   the   former   is   instantiated   in   the   latter,  and   therefore   cannot   possibly   be 
functionally independent or different from it in any way. This is perhaps the central point on 
which “Everett's interpretation stands itself in need of an interpretation” (Healey,1984,591). The 





















reality.   The   human   brain   records   all   the   observations  made   and   forms   a   synthesis   of   this 
information,   a   representation  of   the  world,   the   internally  constructed   subjective   reality.  This 
structure  of   information   is   intensely   familiar   to  each  observer,   it   is   the   reality   this  observer 
knows, the 'known world'; it is this structure of information that is accessed whenever one brings 
to  mind   any   part   of   the  world   remote   to   one's   immediate   location.   Since   this   structure   of 
information  is  experienced as spatially distributed,  while   in  fact  being encoded in  the neural 
network of the brain, it is effectively a hologram of the world known through observations, a 






externally   in   mirrors   but   internally   through   proprioception   and   enteroception,   and   these 
observations are added to the representation of the physical self in the world hologram, the self 
identity. Similarly one is aware of being a mind, but again one does not know the whole of one's 
mind.  Neural   network   patterns   are   altered  with   each   neural   impulse,   and   associations   and 
ingrained responses are built up as a result. The vast majority of this information is unknown by 
the individual; what one knows are all the mental properties one experiences, such as thoughts, 
feelings,  memories  and expectations,  all  of  which are  observations and are  added to   the  self 
identity in the world hologram. This is the sum total of everything one knows oneself to be. This 






observer.  Although   the  world   hologram   is   solely   a   structure   of   information,   it   defines   the 
determinacy of the physical environment of the observer, the effective universe, all else being 
indeterminate,   and   in   this   context   the   appearance  of   collapse   in   the  no­collapse  universe   is 
straightforward and self­evident.  
 Inevitably, there are in this kind of universe a very large number of parallel realities which 
one   could   be   in   at   the   present  moment.   Every   parallel   reality   having   the   same   identical 
appearance to one's observations, and having given rise to the same identical appearance at all 
points in the past, is a parallel reality one could be in at the present moment. Since all of these 







In  Everett's   formulation,   the   universe   is   a   simultaneity   of   all   possible   variations   of   the 
determinacy of the universe, and all of these copies are not only coexistent but coincident. If the 
copies of the observer are truly identical this would mean that there is only one observer, existing 
in   all   of   those   versions   of   the  world   simultaneously,  which  would   therefore   be   effectively 
superposed in the functional frame of reference of that observer. The physical bodies of these 
'identical observers' are entangled with different versions of the world, thus they are not truly 
identical;  naturally,  however,  their  experiences are  identical.  Subjectively all   these bodies are 
totally   identical,   thus  one can say  that   there  is  only one experiential   identity,  a  single  world 
hologram, that is in all of these bodies. The universes these bodies are in are coincident, and since 
this  structure of   information  is  simultaneously present   in  all  of   these universes,   the effective 
universe  of   this   experiential   identity   is   the  effective   superposition  of   all  of   them.  As   stated 
previously,
This 'universe superposition' is a philosophical device, not a causal explanation; it is a 
metaphor   for   the  unlocalised  nature  of   the  Everettian  universe,  with   respect   to  which 
indexical version of the universe an observer is in, for an observer present in many such 
versions. (Soltau,2008,2)3 
3 Even if  this  does  not  hold  objectively,  to  an  effectively  omnipresent  experiencer  there  can  be  no 
indexical separation between versions of the universe. Effectively the world must be a platonic realm to 
this kind of consciousness; there can be no duplications, only a single instance of any specific structure 
of information. Thus although this structure of information is duplicated in a large number of universes, 
from the perspective of unitary consciousness it is a single structure of information that is experienced, 




rise   to   a   reality   closely   akin   to   that   of   Rovelli's   Relational   Quantum  Mechanics.   In   that 
interpretation,   the  environment  of  each observer   is  defined by,  and only by,   the  correlations 
established   between   that   observer   and   the   environment.   The   environment   is   therefore 
indeterminate   except  where  defined  by   the  correlations   record,   the   record  of   interactions  or 





Although  the  world  hologram is   a   record  of  only   the   sensory  observations  made  by   this 
observer,   the   sensory   observations   are   nonetheless   correlations   with   the   environment;   the 
environment must be, and can only be, such as to give rise to these sensory observations. The 
world hologram is thus the correlations record. Although the world hologram is the integrated 




















the body which have never been observed,  only  those aspects  of   the  body which have been 
the experienced reality is the effective superposition of all of them.
4 Referencing he cites Bergia, Cannata, Cornia, and Livi (1990), also stating that “This theorem must 












as   the   world   hologram,   is   the   only   determinate   operational   identity   in   the   context   of   his 
formulation.  Sequential  definitions  of   this   identity  experienced by phenomenal  consciousness 
provide   the   only   possible   identity   of   an   observer   of   a   transtemporal   reality,   an   ongoing, 
subjective, experiential identity.
11.3 The Dynamics
The   inherent   collapse   dynamics   is   elementary,   it   is   simply   the   addition   of   each   new 
observation to the definition of the memory contents, the functional identity of the observer. At 
each moment the linear dynamics defined by the physical functional frame of reference of the 
observer  defines   a   spectrum  of   possible   next  moments,  which,   naturally,   subsume  different 
possible states of perception, with the quantum probabilities for these states defined in that linear 
dynamics. Objectively, they all exist with equal status. Subjectively, in each version of subjective 































simply,   but   it   is   incompatible   with   relativity   because   there   is   no   single   four­dimensional 
definition  of   the  universe;   there   is  no  universal   simultaneity   for   all  observers,   and  different 
inertial   frames  can  have  different  definitions  of   the  sequence  of   events.  But   if   the  effective 
universe of each observer is defined solely by the observations made by that observer, then the 
four­dimensional  block universe  moments  are  naturally   in  accord with  relativity.  Each block 
universe at each moment is the universe superposition, the four­dimensional definition of the 



















reference,  with   respect   to  both  quantum mechanics  and   relativity.  This   is   the  power  of   any 
relational quantum mechanics,  the situation is not only very simple, it is unified. The different 
frames   of   reference   in   relativity   are   simply   the   different   frames   of   reference   in   quantum 
mechanics also. They are simply the different functional frames of reference, of the different 
realities,   of   different   observers.   Along  with   the   inherent   resolution   of   the  Wigner's   friend 
'paradox', this is yet another strong indication that a relational quantum mechanics is likely the 






change can only come about with reference  to  a  frame of  reference outside of  any ordinary 














possibly  move   along   such   a   passage,   it   is   a   static   array;   only   subjectively   can   there   be   a 
transtemporal reality of a sequence of moments. The subjective transition from block universe to 







































but   as   Standish   points   out,   the   system   as   a  whole,   the  Everything,   the   collection   of   all 
possible descriptions of a version of the universe,  is mathematically equivalent to Nothing 
(2006,5). There is nothing 'there' moving the point of reference, and there is nothing 'there' 








juxtaposition   of  mind   and  Mind,   access   consciousness   and  phenomenal   consciousness,   is 
there the transtemporal process of experiencing, the making of observations. Using the term 









the   access   consciousness   is   an   emergent   property   of   the  whole   system,   such  minds   are 
correctly   described   as   transcendental   as   Albert   &   Loewer   aver.   The   phenomenal 
consciousness can readily be understood as 'spirit', the literally metaphysical phenomenon in 
the   light   of   which   time   passes   and   observers   of   transtemporal   reality   exist,   thus   the 
longstanding concept  of   the  individual  observer being body,  mind and spirit   is  provided a 
fundamental validity in quantum mechanics. 
All   observers   have   'their   own'   phenomenal   consciousness,   but   at   the   same   time   every 





the  definition of  all  possible  physical  moments.  That's   life!  That   is   the  passage of   time,   the 
process defined by the collapse dynamics, of which the transtemporal phenomenal consciousness 
is the subjective concomitant.
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